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'lbe objective of this study is to examine certain key elerrents in 

each text with the intention of discerning their respective significances 

as well as what they have to say by way of canpa.rative analysis. 1 

'ltle nature of these leading characteristics is determined on the basis of 

an analysis of the peculiarities of each text which is then followed by 

a rrore canparative examination. 'l11e conclusion of the study is that a 

catpa.rative evaluation of the two texts is revealing because it highlights 

the distinctive peculiarities of each text and provides a useful reflection 

on the nature and significance of theophany in both traditions, particularly 

in connection with the phenOIEilO!l of supernatural sight. 2 

Job 39-42 as a Theopi'lallv 

At first glance Job's encounter wit.'l God in chapters 38 to 42 of 

the Book of Job does not seen to constitute a theophany in the precise 

sense of the since, strictly speaking, God does not 'manifest' 

himself to Job. . He speaks to him out of a whirlwind. 3 However, 

there are certal.ll features of this res!_X)nse to Job which, in the context, 

do justi.fy the title of theophany. Evidence drawn =ran other biblical 

sources confil:ms this interpretation. 

'lbroughout the text Job has his God to answer him in the 

belief that only a· divine response can satisfactorily explain his present 

predicarrent. 4 Unlike .'\rjuna he does not specifically request that God 

appear directly to him, or manifest himself in different fonn fran 

that with which he is currently familiar. His desire is for a divine 

respo.'lSe which artD\U1ts to a request for a theophany since he refuses to 
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accept his tradition's urxlerstanding of God as represented by his friends. 

It is this request which necessitates scree kiixi of direct divine response 

which eventually cc:mes in the foil!\ of a series of speeches on aspects of 

the creation. It is not an aca:mnt of the personal features of God as 

the teill\s of a theophany •...ould nonrally require and are rret, as will be 

shown, in the case for Arjuna. Rather this divine response constitutes 

a theophany of a different sort in which the presence of God is rore 

indirectly represented but nonetheless profoundly present to its recipient 

Job. It is a theophany in the best biblical tradition since h contains 

vivid and =vincing evidence of the :imred.iate presence of God for Job. 

Cbviously then the definition of a theophany has to be altered to 

aca:mrodate Job's direct experience of the divine. 'lbere are cnrpelling 

reasons why this should be done. First, the relationship beUNeen. God 

arxl man is often described in teDTIS of the relationship of both to the 

I\Orld of nature, perhaps the best example of which is the beginning of 

Genesis. 5 Other references to the Divine-Human relationship focus on 

sacred ITI::Ireilt and event. 6 God' s appearance to I>Dses in the burning 

bush in ZXcdus 3 is also a good exan;Jle of the .Zoil!ler category. Job' s 

encounter with God is also of the naturalistic kiixi except that in this 

instance God responds to Job out of a whirlwind. 7 

Secord, divine disclosures of a biblical kind are frequently 

accarpanied by a rressage of scree kind, or a directive. fuses is directed 

to free the Hebrews fran their enslavarent; Isaiah is ccmnissioned to 

prophecy; Job is infomed of the nature of the divine relationship to 

the universe in which he lives and suffers. 'lbere is nothing novel in 

Job regarding this belief that God is manifest in his c.:reation. The 

psalmist echoes this conviction when he says: 
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'lhe heavens are telling the glory of God· 8 and the fiJ::malrent pro::la..irrs his 

What is novel in Job is that God hilnself points out this fact to him in 

such a manner that it is i.nrredi.ately evident to Job and totally different 

in kind fran s.in;lle intellectual =wiction. This perception is portrayed 

as saret.'u.ng which is seen with an i.nrredi.acy inCCITp3r<lble to any other 

sight and one which is necessarily derived fran God. For Job it is a 

visible d.eronstration of God and of his benevolent daninion of the natural 

Finally Job hilnself attests to his experience as a th.eophany whe.'1 

he says: 

I had heard of 'lhee by the hearing of the ear, 
but ncM my eye sees thee: 

therefore I despise myself, 9 and repent in dust and ashes. 

These verses allude to Job's conviction that his previous knowledge of 

God was derivative and secondary, whereas nCM it is i..mrediate, primary, 

and experiential. 'lhe effects of his present en=mter resanble those 

of MQses and Isaiah when confronted with s.imilar experiences. 'lhey are 

disorienting experiences and Job is appropriately reduce::i to uncharacteo.:::.stic 

silence. 

Thus it may be concluded that Job's theophany is of the narre 

although it is a theophany of a typically biblical sort. .ruthough it is 

a personal God wtn reveals his presence in creation to Job it is not, as 

it is for Arjuna, a theophany in which the personal features of his god 

are described. 

Distinctive Aspects of Job's 'l!leophany 

A distinctive characteristic of Job's theoJ;tlan'J is the one just 

rrentioned, nan-ely, the absence of any personal des=iption of Yah!Neh. which 
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might be CCJ'ItlaX'ed with the a=unt of the transformed KniJ.a. Instead 

the deity is represented in teDns of his creative and providential deeds 

which are observable in the universe and which are truly indicative of 

the nature of Yahweh insofar as he may be described. 

'lhe striking quality of these chapters in Job (38-42) is that they 

=tain lengthy descriptions of Yahweh' s wisdan and power. His wisdan 

is dem:Jnstrated in his knowledge of the origins of all things and his 

power is shown in his ability to create and sustain a universe that 

=forms to his will. Yahweh is not =ntent rrerely to point out to Job 

t.OOse features of his creation which exist for his o..ell-being. He also 

deliberately and belligerently belittles man who is clearly incapable of 

threatening him. 10 Furthemore he makes no reference to Job' s misfortunes 

nor does he offer any explanation for his participation in the diabolical 

wager in the first Thus Yahweh's speeches appear on the surface 

at least to be extraordinarily inapposite. 

Ho\o.ever, they can be seen to be appropriate if regarded fran 

another perspective. 11 Fran this vantage point it \'Dllld appear that 

Yahweh's objective is to draw Jab's attention away frau himself and his 

own very real in order to =vince hirn of the divinely ordered 

nature of the world which includes a chosen spot for man. Furthenrore 

he attatpts to lXlW nu:h worse his lot might be if the world did 

not =ntonn to a divine plan through extensive reference to the many wild 

and fierce creatures which inhabit it chief arrong wlun are Behenoth and 

Leviathan. Although man may imagine himself to be significant, which 

the notion of his being made in the i.roage of Gcd might have elsewhere 

encouraged hirn to do, nt:M he ltllSt be rani.OOed that creation =tains 

marvels and terrors greater than he had ever i.roagined of which Beharoth and 
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Leviathan are good examples. Job's attention I!UlSt be riveted on Gcxi 

for it is only he who can discipline than which he specifically does for 

humal1 

'1he gist of Yahweh's remarks is that Job has unwittingly atten'pted 

to himself with Gcxi through his questionings. Yahweh insists that 

he recognize the limitations :iJlllosed on him by his h=anity. He will not 

tolerate any attarq;7t, however subtle, to undermine his authority. While 

Job had not realized that this was where his argurrent 'f.UU!d lead him he 

still refused to accept the facile recitation of scriptures which his 

friends offered by way of answers. This integrity allows Gcxi to reveal 

sarething rrore profourrl to him of the human condition than they have 

uroerstocxi with their thoughtlessness. 12 This interpretation of Yahweh' s 

speeches is vindicated on closer examination. 

P..s .iniiicated, the divine addresses have br.o distinct parts the 

first of which deals with Gcxi's wisdan and the second with 

Both are fund.allentally concerned with I:JcM these divine attributes are 

embedded in the workings of creation and their da!cnstration brooks no 

human response. 

Yahweh begins with an inquiry as to Jc:b' s whereabouts when the 

creation was begun implying his knowledge of Job's absence. Because he 

was not there he is ignorant of the nature of this creative endeavour. 

This thare is continued throughout the speech in order to convince Job of 

his insufficiency as a for Gcxi which his earlier 

mrcnses to him had ilrplied he was capable of being. Job I!UlSt realize 

that God and man o:::cupy br.o distinct realms which are unbridgeable for 

man but not for God. Even tlxrugh there is a relationship man's nature 

renders him unfit to be equal with Gcxi as his other futile attarpt.s to 
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do so indicate. 13 Man 1 s ignorance then consists in part of his lack of 

knowledge of his real role in creation and of its limitations. 

'Hle se.=ld divine speech is chiefly concerned with Yahweh 1 s power 

in and over creation. Its objective is the sarre as that of the first, 

l"'.amely to convince Job of his utter incanparability with God. '!his 

may be one way of saying that God is not simply identifiable with 

righteoo.sness which is Job's outstanding characteristic. Neither is 

human creativity to be with the divine. 

'!his second speech describes the =Y marvellous creatures wtuch 

abo\.100 in creation. Behetoth and Leviathan of mythical an? I!CnStrous 

prcJFOrtians daninate the scene. 'Hle latter are noted for the fear they 

instil in rren but they p::>Se no threat to God who contains them within 

their respective zones of land and sea. 14 Again, although Joo does 

not appear to have cla:ined to possess ccrnparable powers the rressage 

seems to be that his questions i."!lply such a challenge. Again Job is 

forced to realize the futility of such an attenpt and to recognize the 

enoll!lity of the gap which separates the eqrthly and divine reaJJns. 

'lllat these divine dem:mstratians are convincing to Job is evident 

fran his own timid responses. 15 The brevity of these replies and 

their tenns of reference indicate his new apprehensions of his role in 

creation and of his knowledge of God which is based on Ume:liate perception. 

His present apparent fright contrasts sharply with his earlier bravado 

and his calm reactions to the news of unimaginable disasters. His 

previous unnerving response to frequent disasters 'the IDRD gave and the 

IDRD has taken <JMay; blessed be the narre of the IDRD', is replaced by a 

sense of total l>tlrthlessness in the face of the divine. 16 He no longer 

has anything to say as his quotation of the divine l>tlrds themselves 

indicates. 17 
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A sumnary o£ the main characteristics of Job 1 s theophany includes the 

follCJI<Jing points: Job's en=unter with God is not a theophany except in 

a special biblical sense ber....ause there is no description of the person 

of God. The latter is replaced by an ac=unt of the divine attributes 

as they are evident in the =eated universe and in his dealings with Job. 

In other words, the world of nature, rather than the person of God, provideS 

the l=us for the divine daroP..stration. The nessage of this theophany 

is that the realms of God and man are quite separate and distinct whatever 

the relationship between the two and that t.!oJe world is governed for human 

welfare by a divine providence. This insistence on, and daronstration of, 

the total difference between God and man which is visibly represented to 

Job praroi:es in him a profound sense of and worhtlessness as cc:rrpared 

with God. This proper truman response is acknowledged by God by neans 

of bestowing on Job an ample blessmg. The latter arrounts to a 

camU.ssion to fulfil the directives of Genesis by filling all the earth 

and subduing it. nus prosperity and enjoyrrent of it are token of his 

blessed state and, typically, are of a materialist kind. 

Theoph.anY in the Bhagavad-GI ta 
Olapter 11 of the Gita records Arjuna 1 s experience of a in 

his fom "as God" (XI:3). , wtx> has been conversing with Arjuna 

about his obligations as a rrertJer of the (warrior, or ruling) 

clasS, accedeS to Arjuna I S request to si'Pw hiS true fODl\ as God o nti.S 

is surely a bona fide t.heophany. Ebwever, if the definition of a 

theophany requires that the god not be present until his actual 

manifestation, then this theophany too is subject to qualification since 

has been conversing with Arjuna for sare tine. Nonetheless 

K:n;IJ.a' s extrao.rd.inarily transfornEd self as God is so utterly different 
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in kind and effect fran his previous self that there can be no doubt that 

this appearance is entirely novel for Arjuna. It is also a lengthy and 

deliberate 'manifestation of-God' which is of the essence of a theophany. 

In order to daronstrate the uniqueness of this theophanic occasion 

and its inaccessibility to ordinary manltind, not to rrention the gcx:J.s, 

Arjuna has to be endc7.led with a "supernatural eye" (8). Only then can 

he behold this marvellous sight. This enckwre'lt darcnstrates the 

i.mportance of sight, or vision, which is central to both texts as v.ell as 

to the nature of the theophanic experience. In order to eu;Xlasize the 

iltp:lr'-....ance of this kind of seeing the Gita introduces a character called 

Sainjaya wmse function is to record the event for posterity as v.ell 

perhaps as to testify to the reality of the experience. In other 

it was not saretbing internal to Arjuna but sanethlng externally visible. 

samjaya is I 5 charioteer wOO, earlier in the epic, has been 

gifted with divine sight. 

Like Joo the Gita =tains a lengthy and sanewhat self-congratulatory 

account of the deity. whereas Yahweh is principally =cerneci 

..._'ith his singular ability creator, focuses on himself as the 

centre and arbiter of all that is, incltrling creation. But what is 

:imrediately arresting about s self-oescription is its sensuousness 

as 'Well as the atP'Iasis on his person, whereas the description of Yahweh 

is totally devoid of any attetpt at physical representation. 18 A brief 

examination of sore of Krishna' s attributes is info:z:rnati ve. 19 

The sensuousness, perhaps even sensuality, of s person is 

strongly enphasized. 20 He has rrouths and eyes .... marvellous • .• • 

o:rnanents .... gar lands ..•. gannents •... perf\r.'es •.•. ointrrents •••. faces" 

(10-11) which have such an electrifying 'effect' on Arjuna that his hair 
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is left "standing uprigi1t" (14) . SO observes Sa!tjaya, the onlooker. 

Arjuna' s = experience is similar to that of sainj aya. He notes the 

"manY anns, bellies, IIOUths, and eyes .... (16) of and that his 

face is "flaming fire" (19). It is not sillply like "flaming fire" but 

is the pi1ena!Enon. 

Again, he has rrany "IIOUths and eyes" which shake his "inrrost soul" 

(24). so terrible are these 110\lths with their "great tusks" tha':: they 

prarote in Arjuna a sense of profound dislocation: "I kocM not the 

directions of the sky" (25). His fear is justifiable because he sees 

his fellow warriors being =sumed by these awful oouths sate of whan are 

unfortunate enough to ranain "stuck between the teeth .... with their heads 

crushed" (27) • None escape this dreadful fate for "the heroes of the 

M:Jrld of men into 'lby flaming 110\lths do enter" (28) and are devoured 

"as rroths into a burning flarre" (29). 

is noteworthy fran the point of view "of catFarison of the 

texts is the all-enccrrpassing sensuousness of the description. Even 

the knowledge that this is just another way of saying that all men 

eventually reach their destiny in Brahman is sarc·ohat unappealing, especially 

to one weaned on biblical expression for whcrn a similar acoount of Yah\o.'eh 

having a voracious appetite like that of with its strong sexual 

overtones would be unthinkable. However, in the Gita this is clearly the 

oost appropriate way to express the world as a part of s body . 21 

'Ihus highly sensuous description plays an inportant role in t."le representa-

tion of Krishna's divinity. 22 

'!his representation of s power in highly personalistic and 

erotic tenns starrls in marked contrast to the a=mt of Yai"Meh' s power 

in Job. '!here the evidence of Q:xi's potency is to be seen in his ability 
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as creator and benevolent ruler. 'nle description is attributive rather 

than personalistic. As in Genesis, the account of creation is remarkable 

for its lack of reference to sexual and sensual potency even when talking 

about generation of the llOSt creative sort. In the Gita, on the other 

hairl, to use this terminology is to erploy the I!Ost sublilte language to 

describe the ineffable. 

other aspects of Arjuna' s th.eophany deserve attention. Not only 

is , like associated with power, but he is also the 

"suprane object of knowledge" (18) and the source of "etel:nal right" (18) . 23 

His physical and religious d.irrensions inspire terror on all sides. He 

is Tirre itself (32), the kiiXi of Tirre which causes the death and destruction 

of all that is. It is tirre in the sense of an endless sequence of 

passing, inOOllSe:l'Jelltial I!D!Elts. 'nlere is no salvific content to this 

notion of tirre as there is in certain parts of the Bible, excluding Job, 

except in the very extended sense that the end of all things brings nearer 

the possibility for self-liberation. 24 Even Arjuna himself is insifnifi-

cant in relation to this notion of tirre as the unfolding of continuing 

destruction. This on-going, all-pervasive destruction has already been 

set in ITOtion and will eventually overtake all the "warrior-heroes" (34). 

All he can do is speed up the process but even this Clal'{)aratively 

insignificant task is of him and should be done imrediately because 

it affords him the opportunity to practise the virtue of perfomance of 

duty as well as to recognize that destruction is inherent in all things. 

At this stage it is appropriate to begin a I!Ore specifically 

c=parative examination of the t\«l texts, especially of these points which 

they have in cat1IIlll and on matters inportant to each. In Job' s theophany 

there are creatures which can be taken to represent destruction, nanely, 
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Leviathan and Behs!oth. The biblical text refers extensively to b:>th 

th.eir destructive powers and to their lack of datesticity which they 

share with the other wild beasts, but aophasizes their cantainrrent for 

luJman ccmfott. 'lbese creatures are not loosed upon the world precisely 

because of divinely in;losed restrictions on their tro'lle!Eilts. Similarly 

rran is restricted in his tro'lle!Eilts for his CMn benefit. Both texts show 

destruction is an inherent part of existence. For the GI ta the sooner 

destruction is loosed fran its !IDOrings, through Arjuna' s faithful 

perfo:cnance of duty, the better for him. For Job, continuance of 

existence in the world is essential to his well-being and, consequently, 

the forces of destruction llllSt ranai.n under constraint. If it were not 

so creation would not be good. 'lbe universal presence of this destruction 

causes ooth heroes to realize fully ha.J marginal is their existence and 

hew dependent they are upon the will of t.'le gods. What they are required 

to do as a consequence of this realization differs enomously. It is 

iflt;erative for Arjuna that he perfom his duty disinterestedly which 

inclu:les both his dutes as ruler and warrior, so that he can eventually 

secure the release of his true self which will then find its identity with 

Krsna . Job's identity depends on the proper observance of divinity 

in the world and of l!Ddifying his -worldly life in relationship to that fact. 25 

In his exatplary speech of this state of affairs (42:1-6) Job is 

cacrrended by Ya.hweh (42: 7, 9) and blessed with the possession of "twice 

as nruc.'l. as he had before" (42:10). He has !!Ore sons and daughters whan 

he names emll.ating J\dam' s own exercise of daninion in Genesis, and confirm-

ing his connection with the creator God. 26 As further proof of the 

goodness of existence in the world and of his blessing he lives to be 

"an old man, and full of days" (42:17). 
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In sun, for Jab the world is good although everything in his previous 

experience urges him to conclude othezwise. '111rough follCMing the 

established oode of conduct he can hope to avoid future calami ties. 

Arjuna, on the other hand, must focus his attention on the destructive 

aspect of the world and of his god, and aJ:ITE£1 with that realization free 

h:imse.lf fran contact with it. His reward will be his extraction fran 

this world. 

The two texts share many ccmron elarents but contain significant 

differences. Both are remarkable for the fact that neither hero SUOCillriJs 

to despair although both have good reason to do so. 27 '!hey are both 

faced with impossible situations yet neither resorts to suicide as a 

possible solution. Again, neither 5\lCClm'bs to the facile parroting of 

scripture (although Job's friends do), but each wrestles gallantly with 

the consequences of their individual situations. Arjuna refuses to 

perfoDn his duty {dhaota) because of the enoDnity of the ccnsequences 

of that action, although he knows he must for his own well-being and 

that of his society. Jab refuses to accept the friends ' diagnoses of 

his ills because he knows they are wrong, although they are correct in 

terms of contenporal:y thinlting on the subject. Consequently he himself 

cannot be familiar with any other interpretation of than. In the end, 

both IlEI1 are granted a theophany which appears to speak to each in the 

language and thought best suited to their individual situations. 

The behaviour of the gods, and their effect on Arjuna and Jab also 

share sc:rre ccmron elem:mts. Both deities are supremely concerned with 

their own deeds and prowess and neither appears to speak directly to 

the awful dilemnas their confront. Indeed, far fran a:mforting 

than they instil in Arjuna and Jab incredible fear to such an extent that 

both IlEI1 are reduced to a feeling of total worthlessness and each has 
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28 to be canforted. However, this human reaction to the presence of the 

divine should probably be otherwise understood. Both rren are experiencing 

a theophanY ana are oveiWhellred by that experience. It is probably that 

their reactions are only rreant to draw attention to the awe and mystery 

of the divine rather than to the unfortunate lot of saTE rren. Despite 

their real problems these rren 1.>0uld be seen in both traditions to be 

8110nrously fortunate to participate in a t:heophany. Their own =cerns, 

which , are real and oppressive, are totally insignificant in the light 

of their confrontation with their gods. 

AnOther matter of =sequence for both texts is that in each 

text it is recognized that saTE kilxi of unusually perspicacious seeing 

tial f the • 29 fo:z:ms an essen part o ... exper1ence. Jab specifically 

condelmS his previous kncMledge of God as inadequate ..men CCirpared with 

his present vision. Since God only answered Jab 'out of a whirlwind' (38:1) 

and there is no rrention of his personal appearance, there can be no 

speculation about what Jab saw of the person of God. It 1.>0uld sean 

rore probably that this vision refers to the creation to which Yahweh 

makes extensive reference. Perhaps it was a first-hand perception of 

the divine presence as evidenced in the ordering of the universe of the 

kind the psalmist extols: 

When I look at thy heavens, the 1.>0rk of thy fingers 
the !!'COil and the stars which thou has established; 

what is man that thou art mindful of !Um, 
and the son of man that thou dost care for !Um .•• 

0 LORD, our IDrd, 30 how majestic is thy nane in all the earth! 

Arjuna too had his first-hand experience of God which utterly 

devastates hirn and which is the product of a peculiar kind of seeing. 

His ooJJ'Ilal rreans of perception is said to be changed through the gift 

of a "SI.lpeJ:natural eye" (8). It is i.nplicit in both texts that even 
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the highest kind of wisdan is inferior to this ra:x:l.e of contact with 

the divine, 31 This may be so because seeing is a direct fonn of 

cx::mmmi.cation. Nothing intervenes be·cween the seer and the seen which 

might prevent full awareness of the reality of what is seen fran 

occurring. It is clearly a shattering experience given the reaction 

of the t\o.o 10011. Its .inplications for biblical thought are that other 

rn::xies of divine self-disclosure may be secondary to this kind of 

ilmedi.ate experience of the divine. HcMever, it is evident not many men 

experience a theq:hany. It also .inplies a secondary role for jnana 

'wisdan' in the Gita, but this is not so clearly established. 32 

It rmJSt also be noted that Arjtma has to be given this 'supernatural 

eye' before he can see in his other fonns. Evidently not even 

Arjtma could otheiwise have done so. Not even the gods, who long for 

such a sight of K:n;I}a can see him in this fonn eve.'l though they 

presumably are llDSt adept at worship and therefore 110st likely to reap 

its benefits. 34 Arjtma's acxrW-sitian of the eye does not necessarily 

inq;lly that he acx:ruired it through rrerit, although it may be assurred 

that he was uniquely worthy of it in order to have been selected by 

for that honour in the first 9lace. Similarly Yahweh suddenly 

decides to 'answer' Job which for so long he seaned disinclined to do. 

'l1le response seans to have little to do with Job's rrerit or lack of it. 

In fact, the gap between Job' s last speeches and the divine replies 

suggests his despair of any answer. 'l.be canposi tion of Yahweh' s replies 

ilnplies the inappropriateness of many of Jab's questions. Job's own 

brevity of response to Yahweh, whicl1. is at odds with his earlier verbosity 

and veharence, indicates his sense of utter unworthiness of ;my reply in 

the presence of God. 'l1le point seans to be that so great is his 

experience of the divine that even his nolJ!Ially loquacious self is 
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silenced despite his exemplary in the dialogue and 

rronurrental calm of the introduction. 

Thus supernatural vision is of the essence of the theophanlc 
34 experience. The Bible asserts that no man can see Ga:i face to face 

and live. 35 Job is not said to have seen God personally 

except in the sense rrentioned above. Jab emphatically sees Ga:i in this 

latter sense of being visibly apparent in his u"liverse. As rrentioned 

the proof of his acute vision is that he lives to be "an old man, and 

full of days". Similarly Arjuna is distinguished above all gods who 

languish in vain for the sight he has been uniquely privileged to see 

and experience. In both instances this sight seem to be an 

\.ll1!TEL"ited divine gift, although both rren are suprerrely of it as 

is made clear in each instance. Wisdan, although of great human 

lltp:Jrtance for both traditions, occupies a lONer place beside this 

prinordial experience . Hence the elaborate attatpt to draw attention 

to the sights of creation in Job and the marvellous 3.ppearance 

of KH!)-a in the Gita. It follows that this kirrl of religious seeing 

is at the pinnacle of religious endeavour but it is reserved for the 

very few. What distinguishes these recipients is their steadfast 

refusal to capitulate to the tretendous adversity of their particular 

situations and the uniqueness of their individual rewards for their 

integrity. 

Finally, rrention should be made of the intention of both texts. 

'lbat of the Gita is datcnstrably to cause dhanna to be known once !lOre 

in the This is necessary because presently knowledge of it is 

dead. Arjuna' s direct encounter with KHr_la in his transfoi:I!Ed and 

ordinary states of being provides him with the necessary to 

his individual duty 'Nhile sircW.taneously explaining to 
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him the nature of the world and of his relationship to it. His 

obligation, which he 1\UlSt fully realize, is to extract himself and his 

fellows fran the world because belonging in it obscures man's real end. 

For Job, the intention of the text appears to be to teach him also about 

the nature of the world and of his relationship to it and his God. Job 

is instructed to rerain usefully in this 1vorld for as long as is humanly 

possible and to enjoy the relationship of his God and himself to that 

world. For Arjuna, the world of nature is sarething fran which wise 

llEil extract themselves; for Joo it is the divinely ordained millieu in 

which !lEil should learn to live profitably. 

1. The texts in which the theophanies are recorded are chapter 11 of 
the and chapters 38 to 42 of the Book of Job. 
Edgertali s translation of the Gita (New York: Harper , 1964) is 
used allrost exclusively. The biblical text in translation is 
that of the Revised Standard Version (London: Collins, 1952). 

2. It is not interxied to ignore the enonrous critical problems both 
texts present. However, no attanpt is made to aedl with them 
in this pa;:er for reasons of length. 

3. Cf. 38:1. 

4. E.g. 7:17-21. 

5. Reference to creation can also be found in certain Psalms and 
Se=nd-Isaiah. Cf. A.E. Ccrrbs, The Creation 1-btif in the 
'Ent:hronelrent Psalms' (Coll.ll'l"bia Ph.D. Dissertation, 1963). 

6. The exodus fran Egypt, the =ssing of the Red Sea, and the receipt 
of the Law at Sinai all IMrk highly significant llUIEilts and events 
in Israel's religious consciousness. 

7. The whirlwind, like the burning bush in Sxodus 3 , may invoke fear 
in the eye of the beholder. The appearance of God to Job in 
a:mpany with this natural phenarenon accords with previous 
theophanic disclosures. 
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a. 
9. 

10 . 

n. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Ps. 19:1 

Job 42:5-6. 

NOnetheless Genesis 3:22-24 does suggest a divine apprehension 
man might suc:ceed in establishing himself on equal terms with God. 
The sane ltind of fear seems to underlie the divine speeches in Job. 

The author's Ph .D. thesis ("The Creation 1-Dt..if in the Book of Job", 
1975) was an elaborate to doc:urrent the centrality 

af creation thought in the Book of Job. 

Arjuna is similar to Jab in that he is i.mrobilized by his recognition 
that dutiful action is ..l.n1;>ossible because the situation is r:uch 
rrore cCillPlex for him than for other warriors. 

Cf. note 10 above. 'The ejection fran Eden, the flood na=atives 
and the of Babel stoz:y all e.'(tlress the divine fear of human 
encroach!!ent and divine regret that man does not appear to accept 
prescribed limitations . 

'Ibis there is reiterated in Ps. 104 where Leviathan exists merely 
to "soort" in the sea •llhich is described as part of the divine 
creation (vs. 26) • 

40:4-5 arn 42:1-6. 

1:21. 

17. 42:1-6. Verses 3 and 4 are partial quotations of 38:2 and 3. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

It is, of course, not intended to in{:>ly in this study 
the superiority of one tradition over the other. If that were the 
intent then Yahweh's warlike and other characteristics '-'Quld have 
to be taken into account. 

Many different names are Btl)loyed for ' s transfo:med self 
and all are probably redolent with rreaning but cannot be explored here. 

Fowler (A of M:xlern English lJsaJe (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1968) cament on histoz:y of the 
• sensoous • : 

sensuous is thought to have been e.-cpressly fo:med by Milton 
to convey what had originally been conveyed by the older 
sensual (connexion with the senses as opposed to the intellect) 
&it1iiid beo:rne associated in that with the notion of 
undue :i.Ildulgence in the grosser pleasures of sense. At any 
rate Hilton's own phrase 'sin{:>le , sensuous, and passionate' in 
describing great (;:Oetz:y as with logic and rhetoric has 
llllCh to do with ensuring that sensuous should remain free fran 
the oondemation now fran sensual. 
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20. (oontinued) 

'n'l.e point here is that Arjuna is indulged with an abundance of 
sensuous/sensual :inagery which appears to be very far rerroved fran 
intellectual representation . 

21. R.C. Zaehner in his translation of the Gl:ta ('Itte Bhagavad-Git.i 
With a camentary Based on the Original sources , OlCfOrd: university 
Press , 1969, paper edition, 1973) observes that rrost of chapter 11 
is "an account of the trerendous vision in which the universe in 
all its variety is seen as Krishna's body - all its multiplicity 
converging onto One (9-13)" (p. 303). 

22. Biblical writing is noteworthy for its avoidance of sensual imagery 
wl'1.en referring to deity . Even the notion that hum:mity is made 
in the image of God rere.rkably shuns sexual implications. Indeed , 
the biblical point seems to be that llli!ll, and God must not 
be identified in sexual or sensual tet:ms . 'Itte Gita •s strong 

and erotic overtones , conveys a very different image and 
may suggest that sexual differentiation i s essential to religious 
aspiration . 

23. It is noteworthy that Krsna is said to be these things whereas 
Yahweh himself is kept sep.irate fran what he does even though 
doing is the essence of his character . 

24. Job is ranarkable for the noticeable lack of reference to the 
:i.rtq?Ortant biblical teaching that God manifests himself in certain 
salvific events and =ntexts . 

25 . 'Itte beginning of Job describes Job's religious propriety. Re is 
exeJ11?lary in the perfo:r:mmce of his religious duties. His restoratiOI\ 
and blessing at the conclusion of the 'NOrk are striking in that no 
reference is made to his of these duties . Perhaps for 
him, as distinct fran Arjuna , the perfotmance of duty is superseded 
foll.owi.ng his enoounter with Yahweh. 

26. Job' s naming of his children recalls l'\dam's naming of the animals 
and \oOMn in Genesis 2: 19f. and oonf iJ:ms the fact of his restoration 
and his =ncern with the issue of creation. 

27. Job ' 3 equan.im.ity in the opening chapters when confronted wi'th news 
of rronurental personal disasters must be seen as genuine and not 
as cynical. 

28. Gita XI:SO and Job 42:11. 

29. Gita XI:B and Job 42:5. 

30. Ps. 8:3. 

31. Jiiana 'wisdan' is strongly elsewhere in the Gita and 
may even supersede bhakti in :in;x:>rtance for sare persons. 
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32. The placing of Arjuna 1 S Vl.Slon in the middle of the text may be 
one way of limiting its :i.ntx>rtance. 

33. 1 But by I.U'ISWel:Ving devotion can 
I in such a guise, Arjuna, 

Be kncMn ard seen in very truth, 
And entered into, scorcher of the foe. 1 

(Edgerton) 

34. Extensive reference to the stars in Job, as as to otl"le! eart.s 
of the creation, and to Krsna 1 s transfocred self in the Gita, may 
be intended to shift man 1 s · tcX:us of attention <MaY fran himself 
because it is unproductive in terms of discerning divine purposes. 

35. cf. Exodus 33:20. 
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